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CORRECTION
We are not, as we thoughts pioneers. At a meeting of the New 

York Fantasy Association last Sunday, Donald Ao. Wollheim took great 
delight in informing us that th© first weekly science fiction publica
tion was concocted by George Gordon Clark., of BROOKLYN REPORTER fame 
(or infamyj whichever)<> This unnamed whatnot ran for eight weeks,; or 
thereabouts.,

MERGER
There came in this weeks mail a circular9 purply informing us 

that there will be no LUNA- no FUTURE SCIENCE STORIES s no COSMIC PUB
LICATIONS. * e c We haves instead,. UNITED PUBLICATIONSs presided over 
by Jack Gillespie? James V* Taurasi^ and Robert Go Thompson^ whose 
sole purpose^ it would seemsh is to issue the new? mimeographed,, COSMIC 
TALES, o y « Also, say thyy§ wwa will publish a COSMIC TALES ANNUAL 
and a cloth and paper backo" Unravel that,

PUBLICATIONS THIS WEEK
The much-heralded 32-page SCIENCE FICTION FAN arrived^ and tho 

it is more than on time,, it doesn 't seem that wayf; due to Editor Wlg*« 
gins0 terrific outflow of FAN every couple of weeks or so, these past 
few months^ It is dated January 7th3 1938 (937s in spots). There is 
the customary editorial of OFW> in which he announces that only as maiy 
issues of the magazine will be hectoed as are legible. No subscript
ions, therefore^ will be renewed. Wollhsim3s "Fanfarade" gives' hie 
version of the Convention,, among other things; The Ed. again 18Fore- 
castws; Robert (who-is-it) Bahr reviews ancient fan mags; Doc Lowndes 
likens stfans to movie fans; under the idiotic pseudonym of "Ye Olde 
Book© Collector" is written an excellent column; Louis C. Smith re
turns in "Fantasy Sideli.^its"; Sam Moskowitz goes about "Forsaking All 
Others-waking fans up to themselves; Jack Speer anonymously con
ducts the Oklahoma Institute of Private Opinion; and the fans echo in 
"Fan Echoes oK A well-drawn cover by Rogers begins the issue and ends 
this review. -O-O-O- There is also the PSFS (which stands for the 
Pniladelphia Science Fiction Society) NEWS,, a 4-page. hectographed 
first issueo John V. Baitadonis edits and Oswald Train assists. A 
brief editorial looks forward to enlargement of the leaflet. The 
greater part of the content are the minutes of the Third Eastern Sci
ence Fiction Convention, by JVB;? the Secretary. The back page carries 
the first instalment of the biography of Robert A, Madle? Noble Direc
tor of the PSFS >

SPECULATION
We recently attended a cinema-1 not unusual custom with us™— 

and saw "The Prisoner of Zenda.10 We were immediately struck., not hav
ing read the book, with the similarity between this picture and a nov
el, by Edgar Rice Burmughs.. "The Mad King." Each ft«ene is laid in 
some nonexistent European kingdom< Each hero., at the beginning,., has a 
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beard and bears a startling resemblance to the monarch of the kingdom 
he is visiting. Each,, in time. takes the ruler’s place during the 
coronation.. Each-, naturally , fails in love with the king’s betrothed; 
and each goes thru all sorts of swordplay and peril to preserve each 
throne for each king-—neither of which would make half as good a ru
ler as either hero* * . * Why. Hr, Burroughs?

VIA MISTER FAHLEY
Says Jack Gillespie: *1 liked ’The Science Fiction News Letter,0 

You sure do go to extremes . A semi-annual magazine and a weekly one <> 
The contents of the SFNL were exceptionally good, I did notice one 
mis tike .> however. It was in your editorial when you were stating the 
publication Intervals for the various magazines., You mentioned that 
there were fan magazines that appear monthly, bi-monthly., annually and 
three times a weekly. The last is a misstatement- You probably meant 
to say once every three weekslyJ • > £ulte right, Mrv G. , we did 
mean every three weeksly, deferring to Mr. Dollens8 FANTASY FI CT?®
DI GIST. Thank you for the nosegays you hurl * , , . „ Words from an ad** 
miring reader (John V. Baitadonis)s T’I am hereby uttering a sound of 
loathing, contempt, etc» for the SCIENCE FICTION XE?S LETTER * 
ugh* What a ride the fans get taken for when they pay a nickel for 
that affair i Fooey's I bet you make about profit on that — dont
you? Of course, the idea behind it is swell, • and, what little you 
have is swell -- but not for the price you demand . - - most emphatic
cally no** Johnny really loves us at heart; you’ll get used to hinu«<» 
Robert A« Hadle holds forth: ^Speaking of the S*F News Letter^ it is 
rather good—-what little there la of it. At first glance I didn't 
care much for it* This was at JVB’e house, jut after reading it I de
cided that it is worth the lOney—'-but only because it is composed of 
news, I sincerely hope you can bring it out every waek» T7hy;; if this 
were done? you would go down in the history Of Science Fiction^ Your 
name would be preserved for r QOte posterity! Good luck, anyway

JU3T NEffS
Tootsietoy has brought ou’- three of the Buck Rogers Battle Fleet. 

copied as nearly as possible from the ?lans given by th® Buck Rogers 
Companyn xhere are the Battle Cruiser, Flash Blast Attack Ship; and 
Super Dreadnought, about 4” long., and sell for 10^ practically any
where. Thay can be mad® to zip thru ths air, if you feel like play* 
ing, by 31ringin'-; cord thru two concealed pulleys on each ship* • • • 
The New York Fantasy Association and the Greater New York Science Fic * 
tion League will have merged by the time you read th/is. * "The 
Beasts of Tarzan” is among the late Big Little Bookd .,•<,« Another 
BLB,. "Disk'Tracy A the Spider Gang/’ a novelization of the Republic 
serialt was written by Rusnell R» ITinter'ootham • * Last week Jack 
Benny gave his version of ’’Lost Horizon” slapstidkally / • • *.R. Van 
Houten has taken over the Science Fiction Advancement Association* The 
first issue of TESSERACT, by him. we hear, is already out □ , .. * The 
Fourth Science Fiction Convention will give Newark the benefit of stf^ 
.,,Another FAFA mag, THE FANTASY HERALD, is among the voluminous CONET 
PUBLICATIONS . * v issue #2 of THE FANIASCIENCE DIGEST will be large 
size .. v ... <. LI. Marohioni.., JVB tells us eats prunes . ♦ - Th^ Bn
lish society is not ths first SCIENCE-FICTION ASSOCIATION> Another? 
hyphenlass, was formed back in 1933 3y an Alexander Ostrow * of the 
Bronx5 New York.

Sincerely yours.

Richard Mlson;. Jr-


